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Abstract—In this work, image-space-parallel direct volume rendering (DVR) of unstructured grids is investigated for distributedmemory architectures. A hypergraph-partitioning-based model is proposed for the adaptive screen partitioning problem in this context.
The proposed model aims to balance the rendering loads of processors while trying to minimize the amount of data replication. In the
parallel DVR framework we adopted, each data primitive is statically owned by its home processor, which is responsible from
replicating its primitives on other processors. Two appropriate remapping models are proposed by enhancing the above model for use
within this framework. These two remapping models aim to minimize the total volume of communication in data replication while
balancing the rendering loads of processors. Based on the proposed models, a parallel DVR algorithm is developed. The experiments
conducted on a PC cluster show that the proposed remapping models achieve better speedup values compared to the remapping
models previously suggested for image-space-parallel DVR.
Index Terms—Direct volume rendering, unstructured grids, ray casting, image space parallelization, hypergraph partitioning, screen
partitioning, remapping.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Direct Volume Rendering
IRECT volume rendering (DVR) is a popular volume
visualization technique [17], employed in exploration
and analysis of 3D data grids used by scientific simulations.
DVR applications are rather important in that they foster
research studies by letting scientists have better visual
understandings of the problems under investigation. In the
last decade, DVR research has been accelerated due to the
ever-growing size and use of numeric simulations and the
need for fast and high-quality rendering. Today, DVR finds
application in a wide range of research fields that require
interpretation of large volumetric data.
In many scientific simulations, data values are located at
the vertices (data points) of a 3D grid that represents a
physical phenomena. The connectivity between vertices
shapes volumetric primitives (cells) of the grid and forms a
volumetric data set to be visualized. Unstructured data sets,
which are mainly used in disciplines such as fluid
dynamics, shock physics, and thermodynamics, are a
special type of grid-based volumetric data sets. The data
points in unstructured grids are irregularly distributed. The
lack of implicit adjacency information between cells, the
high amount of cell size variation, and the large size of the
data sets make rendering these grids a challenging problem.
The aim of DVR is to map a set of scalar or vectorial
values (e.g., pressure, temperature, and velocity) defined
throughout a 3D data grid to some color values, which form
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a 2D image on the screen. Unlike surface-based rendering
techniques, no intermediate representations are generated
for the data. Instead, the volume is treated as a whole, and
the color is formed by a series of sampling and composition
operations performed within the volume. In general, the
image is generated by iterating over the object space (data
space) or image space (screen space) primitives. Object
space (OS) methods [6], [18] visit volumetric data primitives
and compute their color contributions on the screen. Image
space (IS) methods [26], [29] visit screen pixels and assign a
color value to each pixel by compositing the samples taken
along the rays fired from the pixels into the volume.
In this work, a slightly modified version of Koyamada’s IS
DVR algorithm [26] is used as the underlying sequential DVR
algorithm. In this algorithm, projected areas of all front-facing
external faces of grid cells (in our case, tetrahedral cells) are
scan converted to find the pixels covered on the screen. From
each such pixel, a ray is shot into the volume, and a ray
segment is generated between a front-facing external face and
a back-facing external face (Fig. 1). Ray segments are
traversed using the adjacency information between cells.
While traversing a ray segment, intersection tests are
performed between the ray segment and cell faces to find
the points where the ray segment leaves the cells. The exit
points found are used as the entry points for the following
cells. After the entry and exit points of a cell are computed,
some sampling points are determined along the ray segment
within the cell. The number and location of the sampling
points depend on the sampling technique used. In midpoint
sampling, which is frequently used for unstructured grids, a
single sampling point, located in the middle of the entry and
exit points, is used.
At each sampling point, new sampling values are
computed by interpolating the data values at the data points
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Ray-casting-based DVR of unstructured grids with midpoint
sampling.

of the cell which contains the sampling point. The sampling
values are passed from transfer functions, and corresponding
color and opacity values are calculated. These values are
composited in visibility order, and the color generated for the
ray segment is put in the respective pixel’s buffer. Due to the
concavity of the volume, there may be more than one ray
segment generated for the same pixel and, hence, more than
one color value may be stored in the same pixel buffer. After
all ray segments are traversed, the colors in pixel buffers are
composited in visibility order, and the final colors on the
screen are generated. Since the rays shot from nearby pixels of
the screen are likely to pass through the same cells, IS
coherency is utilized by this algorithm. Since the adjacency
information between cells is used, OS coherency is also
utilized.

1.2 Parallel DVR
Due to the excessive amount of sampling and composition
operations, DVR algorithms suffer from a considerable
speed limitation. Moreover, memory needs of recent data
sets are beyond the capacities of today’s conventional
computers. These render sequential DVR algorithms inadequate for practical use. In the literature, parallel DVR
algorithms exist for shared-memory [47], [48], distributedmemory [4], [27], [31], [32], [38], and distributed-sharedmemory [12], [13], [19], [21] architectures. Our work
considers distributed-memory parallel DVR, in which OS
or IS parallelization approaches can be followed.
OS-parallel methods [4], [31], [32] partition the data into
subvolumes and assign them to processors. Each processor
locally renders its subvolume and produces a full-screen but
partial image. IS-parallel methods [27], [38] partition the
screen into subscreens and assign the subscreens to processors. Each processor locally renders its subscreen and
produces a small but complete portion of the final image.
Both OS and IS parallelizations require a communication step
in which IS primitives (pixels) or OS primitives (cells) are
transferred between processors, respectively. In OS parallelization, communication is performed after the local rendering to merge the partial images into a final image. In
IS parallelization, communication is performed before the
local rendering to replicate some OS primitives so that each
processor has all OS primitives that it needs in rendering its
subscreen. In this respect, OS and IS parallelizations can be,
respectively, classified as sort-last and sort-first by the
taxonomy of [33]. This work focuses on IS-parallel DVR.
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In IS-parallel DVR, visualization parameters (such as
view point and viewing direction) determine the computational structure in rendering since they affect both the
rendering load distribution on the screen and the interaction between OS and IS primitives. In successively visualizing a data set with different visualization parameters,
existing screen partitions turn into poor partitions that
cause a rendering load imbalance among processors. Hence,
pixel-to-processor mapping is important for balancing
rendering loads of processors and minimizing the communication overhead during data replication.
Three approaches can be followed in pixel-to-processor
mapping: static, dynamic, and adaptive. In the static
approach, nearby pixels are scattered among processors
with the assumption that adjacent pixels have similar
rendering loads. The advantage of this scheme is simplicity.
However, since IS coherency is disturbed, it causes high
amounts of data replication. In the dynamic approach,
pixels are remapped to processors on a demand-driven
basis. This approach solves the load balancing problem in a
natural way, but it suffers from disturbing IS coherency
since nearby pixels may be processed by different processors. Moreover, each pixel assignment incurs communication on distributed-memory architectures. The adaptive
approach, also adopted in this work, rebalances the
rendering load explicitly by repartitioning the screen at
the beginning of each visualization instance (i.e., a rendering cycle, which generates an image frame) in a series of
visualizations on the data. In this approach, current
visualization parameters are utilized to maintain the load
balance, and nearby pixels are mapped to the same
processors to preserve IS coherency.

1.3 Previous Work on IS Parallelization
Challinger [12], [13] presented IS parallelizations of a
hybrid DVR algorithm [14]. In [12], scanlines on the screen
were assigned to processors using the static and dynamic
approaches in two different algorithms. In [13], pixel blocks
were considered as atomic tasks for dynamic assignment.
Wilhelms et al. [47] presented IS parallelization of a
hierarchical DVR algorithm for multiple grids. A survey
on parallel DVR can be found in [49].
In the literature, several IS-parallel polygon rendering
works exist [30], [39], [40], [41]. Samanta et al. [39]
developed an IS-parallel rendering system for a multiprojector display wall. For dynamic load balancing, they
developed three screen partitioning algorithms. In [40],
they developed a hybrid polygon rendering algorithm on a
PC cluster. In [41], they investigated a replication strategy
for this algorithm. Lin et al. [30] followed the adaptive
approach in their polygon rendering algorithm using a
binary tree for screen partitioning.
In DVR, the adaptive approach was investigated in
two different works [27], [38]. Palmer and Taylor [38]
presented adaptive IS parallelization of a ray-castingbased DVR algorithm. Kutluca et al. [27] presented and
discussed 12 screen partitioning algorithms for adaptive
IS-parallel DVR of unstructured grids. All of those
algorithms are common in that they try to rebalance the
rendering load but have no explicit attempt on minimizing the data replication overhead. This work aims to fill
this gap in the literature.
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1.4 Proposed Work
In this work, we propose a novel model, which formulates
the adaptive screen partitioning problem as a hypergraph
partitioning problem. In this model, the interaction between
OS and IS primitives is represented as a hypergraph. By
partitioning this interaction hypergraph into equally
weighted parts, the proposed model partitions the screen
into subscreens that have similar rendering loads. Also, by
minimizing the cost of the partition, the model aims to
minimize the total amount of data replication in the parallel
system. In this model, minimizing the total replication
amount also corresponds to minimizing the upper bound
on the total volume of communication during the data
replication.
In the parallel DVR framework we adopted, OS primitives
are statically owned by their home processors, responsible for
sending them to the processors where they are needed and,
hence, must be temporarily replicated. As another contribution, the above model is enhanced, and two remapping
models are proposed to accurately formulate the communication requirement in this framework: two-phase and onephase remapping models.
The two-phase model aims to find a screen partition and
a pixel-to-processor remapping that minimize the total
volume of communication and balance the rendering load
distribution. Partitioning and mapping form the two
consecutive phases of our two-phase model, in which a
screen partition is obtained by partitioning the interaction
hypergraph and then subscreens are mapped to processors
by the maximum weight matching algorithm for weighted
bipartite graphs [15]. The one-phase model directly obtains
a remapping by partitioning the remapping hypergraph,
which is formed by augmenting the interaction hypergraph.
This model tries to balance the sum of the local rendering
and communication volume loads of processors while
minimizing the total communication volume.
Based on the proposed models and Koyamada’s sequential DVR algorithm [26], an adaptive IS-parallel DVR
algorithm is developed. Experiments were conducted using
well-known data sets, and the performance was tested on a
32-node PC cluster. Comparisons with jagged partitioning,
which was found by [27] to be the best screen partitioning
algorithm in minimizing data replication, show that the
proposed models achieve better speedups by incurring less
communication volume and obtaining better load balance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the issues in adaptive IS parallelization and the
preprocessing techniques we developed. Section 3 presents
the proposed models in detail. Section 4 describes our parallel
DVR algorithm. Section 5 presents experimental results,
which validate the work. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

ADAPTIVE IS PARALLELIZATION ISSUES
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

AND

2.1 Screen Partitioning
In the adaptive screen partitioning approach, to be able to
partition the screen in a balanced manner, the rendering
load distribution on the pixels must be calculated in a viewdependent preprocessing step at the beginning of each
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visualization instance. The rendering load of a pixel may be
assumed to be equal to the number of samples that will be
taken along the ray fired from the pixel into the volume. In
unstructured tetrahedral grids, with midpoint sampling,
this is equal to the number of front-facing faces intersected
by the ray and, hence, the screen workload can be
calculated as follows: First, the sampling load of each pixel
is set to zero. Then, all cells are traversed. The pixels under
the projected area of each front-facing face of a cell are
found by scan conversion, and sampling loads of those
pixels are increased by one. Consequently, after all of the
projected areas of front-facing faces are scan converted,
rendering loads of all screen pixels are estimated.
After the screen workload is computed, the screen is
partitioned into subscreens such that the estimated rendering loads of subscreens are similar. The number of
subscreens is chosen equal to the number of processors so
that each processor is assigned the task of rendering one of
the subscreens. In the literature, several screen partitioning
techniques exist. Quad trees, recursive bisection, and jagged
partitioning are among such techniques [27], [34]. In these
techniques, the subscreens are always isothetic rectangles.
This restriction decreases the flexibility in partitioning and
prevents getting further performance.
In this work, for implementation efficiency in screen
partitioning, an M  M coarse mesh, which forms M 2 square
pixel blocks, is imposed on the screen. An individual pixel
block constitutes an atomic rendering task, assigned to a
single processor. The set of pixel blocks assigned to a
processor forms a subscreen for that processor. In the extreme
case of using a too-fine mesh, a single pixel corresponds to a
single pixel block. This allows the partitioning algorithm to
have the highest flexibility in determining subscreen boundaries. However, the increasing preprocessing overhead
makes this approach practically infeasible. On the contrary,
the use of a too-coarse mesh may restrict the solution space of
the partitioning algorithm and prevent having a satisfactory
load balance. A better approach is to trade off between the
preprocessing overhead and the size of the solution space by
varying M according to the current parallelization and
visualization parameters.

2.2 Cell Clustering
Scan converting all front-facing faces for calculation of the
screen workload is a costly operation. To reduce the scan
conversion cost, in a view-independent preprocessing
phase, we apply a top-down, graph-partitioning-based
clustering on the data. The motivation behind this clustering is grouping close tetrahedral cells to form cell clusters
with small surface areas so that the total surface area to be
scan converted during the workload calculations is smaller.
The clustering is independent of visualization parameters
and is performed just once at the very beginning of the
series of visualization instances. Hence, the preprocessing
overhead introduced is almost negligible. The proposed
parallel DVR algorithm and models work on cell clusters
throughout the succeeding view-dependent preprocessing
and data replication phases instead of working on
individual cells.
In our graph-partitioning-based clustering approach,
cells correspond to tasks to be partitioned, and cell clusters
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Fig. 2. (a) A tetrahedral data set. (b) The graph representation of the data set. (c) A partition obtained by 6-way graph partitioning. (d) The resulting
set of six cell clusters.

correspond to parts to be formed. In the clustering graph
G ¼ ðV; EÞ, each vertex in V represents a tetrahedral cell. An
edge in E exists between two vertices if and only if a face is
shared by the cells corresponding to those vertices. Vertices
and edges are associated with weights. As the weight of
each vertex, a unit cost of 1 is assigned. The area of a face
shared between two neighbor cells is assigned as the weight
of the respective edge connecting the vertices corresponding to those two cells.
C-way partitioning [24] of the clustering graph G creates a
mutually disjoint and exhaustive set fC1 ; C2 ; . . . ; CC g of
C nonempty cell clusters. In partitioning, since part weights
are balanced, clusters contain almost equal number of cells
and, hence, their communication costs will be similar in data
replication. Minimizing the weighted edge cut corresponds
to minimizing the total surface area of cell clusters. This
clustering scheme, illustrated in Fig. 2, aims to minimize both
the interaction between adjacent cell clusters and the averagecase interaction between cell clusters and the screen. This
means smaller projected areas for cell clusters and, hence, less
scan conversion cost in workload calculations.
In this approach, the total number C of generated
clusters must be chosen carefully. In one extreme, C can
be chosen to be equal to the number of processors. In such a
case, the solution space of the partitioning algorithm is
severely restricted. On the other extreme, each cluster can
be made up of a single tetrahedral cell, in which case we
face with an extremely high preprocessing overhead. In this
work, C is chosen empirically.
During the view-dependent screen workload calculations at the beginning of each visualization instance, the
rendering load of a cell cluster C is estimated as the sum of
the projected areas of all front-facing faces (F C ) in the cell
cluster and is calculated as
X
af ;
ð1Þ
CCloadðCÞ ¼
f2F C

where the projected area of a face f is af ¼ jx1 ðy2  y3 Þ þ
x2 ðy3  y1 Þ þ x3 ðy1  y2 Þj. Here, xi and yj are the coordinates
(in normalized projection coordinate system) of vertices of
face f. To determine the pixel blocks whose sampling loads
are affected, each cell cluster’s projected area is computed by
scan converting projected areas of front-facing faces on the
surface of the cell cluster. To calculate the screen workload,

the estimated rendering load of each cell cluster (1) is
distributed evenly among the pixel blocks that are overlapped by the projected area of the cell cluster. In this
approach, since each pixel block affected by the cell cluster is
assigned equal rendering load, estimation errors are introduced. Also, since cell clusters are replicated as a whole,
communication volume slightly increases. However, cell
clustering brings the benefit of reduced preprocessing cost
during the screen workload calculations. Furthermore, in the
implementation, it simplifies housekeeping, decreases the
number of iterations in some loops, and simplifies some data
structures.

2.3 Remapping and Data Replication
As visualization parameters change, the rendering load
distribution on the screen and, hence, on processors
change. In adaptive IS-parallel DVR, the screen is
repartitioned at the beginning of each visualization
instance, and pixels are remapped to processors for load
rebalancing. Since OS primitives need to be shared among
processors, they must be replicated via communication
between processors. For an efficient parallelization, novel
remapping models are needed. These models should
rebalance the load distribution in the parallel system
while minimizing the communication overhead due to
data replication.
In the literature, several graph-partitioning-based remapping models exist for the problems in other contexts.
These models may be classified as scratch-remap [36], [43]
or diffusion-based [37], [42], [43], [46]. Scratch-remap
models work in two phases. In the first phase, tasks are
partitioned into parts, which have similar computational
loads. In the second phase, parts are mapped to processors
such that the data migration overhead is as low as possible.
Diffusion-based models move tasks from heavily loaded to
lightly loaded processors and interleave minimization of
the migration overhead with load balancing.

3

SCREEN PARTITIONING AND REMAPPING MODELS

3.1 Hypergraph Partitioning Problem
A hypergraph H ¼ ðV; N Þ consists of a set of vertices V and a
set of nets N [5]. Each net nj in N connects a subset of vertices
in V, which are said to be the pins of nj . Each vertex vi has a
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Fig. 3. (a) A sample visualization instance with 15 cell clusters and eight pixel blocks. (b) The interaction hypergraph HI representing the interaction
between the cell clusters and pixel blocks in (a).

weight wi , and each net nj has a cost cj .  ¼ fV 1 ; V 2 ; . . . ; V K g
is a K-way vertex partition if each part V k is nonempty, parts
are pairwise disjoint, and the union of parts gives V. In , a net
is said to connect a part if it has at least one pin in that part. The
connectivity set j of a net nj is the set of parts connected by
nj . The connectivity j ¼ jj j of a net nj is equal to the number
of parts connected by nj . If j ¼ 1, then nj is an internal net. If
j > 1, then nj is an external net and is said to be cut. In , the
weight Wk of a part V k is equal to the sum of the weights of
vertices in V k , i.e.,
X
Wk ¼
wi :
ð2Þ
vi 2V k

The K-way hypergraph partitioning problem [1] is
defined as finding a vertex partition  for a given
hypergraph H ¼ ðV; N Þ such that part weights are balanced
while a cost defined on nets is optimized. In this work, the
connectivity1 metric
X
cj ðj 1Þ
ð3Þ
ðÞ ¼
nj 2N

is used as the cost to be minimized. In this metric, which is
frequently used in VLSI [16], [28] and recently used in
scientific computing [3], [11], [45] communities, each net nj
contributes cj ðj  1Þ to the cost ðÞ of a partition .

3.2 Adaptive Screen Partitioning Model
We model the computational structure of a visualization
instance as a hypergraph and formulate the screen partitioning problem in adaptive IS-parallel DVR as a hypergraph
partitioning problem. In the proposed model, an interaction
hypergraph HI ¼ ðV; N Þ represents the interaction between
OS primitives (cell clusters) and IS primitives (pixel blocks).
In HI , a vertex vi in vertex set V represents a pixel block bi in set
S of pixel blocks. As the weight wi of a vertex vi , the rendering
load P Bloadðbi Þ, estimated during the screen workload
calculations for the corresponding pixel block bi , is assigned.
A net nj in net set N represents a cell cluster Cj . Vertex vi is a
pin of a net nj if the projected area of cell cluster Cj overlaps
pixel block bi . As the cost cj of a net nj , the storage cost

CostðCj Þ of the corresponding cell cluster Cj is assigned. Here,
CostðCj Þ is the number of bytes needed to store (or send) the
Cj cluster’s data.
Fig. 3a illustrates a sample visualization instance. To
simplify the drawing and ease understanding, 3D cell
clusters are illustrated as 2D regions. Similarly, the
2D screen is replaced with a single row of pixel blocks.
The dotted vertical lines show the view volume boundaries
of pixel blocks, assuming parallel projection. Throughout
the examples, unit rendering loads and storage costs are
assumed for pixel blocks and cell clusters, respectively.
Fig. 3b shows the interaction hypergraph HI constructed to
represent the sample interaction of Fig. 3a. In HI , nets and
vertices are represented by circles and squares, respectively.
In Fig. 3b, for example, vertices v1 and v2 are the pins of net
n2 since the projected area of cell cluster C2 overlaps both
pixel blocks b1 and b2 .
After constructing HI , the screen partitioning problem
reduces to the hypergraph partitioning problem of finding a
vertex partition  ¼ fV 1 ; V 2 ; . . . ; V K g, where each part V k
corresponds to a subscreen S k to be rendered by a single
processor. In the proposed model, a vertex partition  is
obtained by applying K-way hypergraph partitioning on
HI . As a result, since the weights of the parts in  are
balanced, the screen is partitioned into K subscreens
S 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S K , which have similar rendering loads. Hence,
after the subscreens are assigned to processors, each
processor performs almost the same amount of rendering.
In a partition , if a net nj has a pin on a part V k (i.e.,
V k 2 j ), then cell cluster Cj is needed in rendering at least
one pixel block in subscreen S k and, hence, must be
replicated on the processor responsible from S k . Each cell
cluster Cj is replicated on j different processors, incurring
j cj bytes of replication in the parallel
system. Hence, the
P
total connectivity cost 0 ðÞ ¼ nj 2N cj j exactly corresponds to the total amount of cell cluster replication. By
minimizing 0 ðÞ, the proposed model correctly minimizes
this amount. Due to (4), there is a constant factor CF
between the total connectivity cost 0 ðÞ and the conventional connectivity1 cost ðÞ of a partition , i.e.,
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Fig. 4. (a) A 3-way vertex partition  of HI in Fig. 3b. (b) The corresponding screen partition.

0 ðÞ ¼

X
nj 2N

cj j ¼

X
nj 2N

cj ðj 1Þ þ

X

cj ¼ ðÞ þ CF :

nj 2N

ð4Þ
Therefore, minimizing ðÞ (3) during the partitioning also
minimizes 0 ðÞ, enabling the use of existing hypergraph
partitioning tools [10], [25] without any modification.
Depending on the parallel DVR framework employed,
some cell clusters may already have a copy on one or more
processors in the parallel system. If a cell cluster Cj is
already replicated on a processor where it is needed, then
no communication is necessary for transferring Cj to that
processor. Hence, the total replication amount 0 ðÞ forms
an upper bound on the total volume of communication,
whose worst case occurs when no cell clusters have a copy
in any of the processors where they must be replicated. As a
result, minimizing the total connectivity cost 0 ðÞ also
corresponds to minimizing the upper bound on the total
volume of communication. In the case that cell clusters are
not stored within the parallel system, but retrieved from a
central data server outside the parallel system, the model
exactly minimizes the total volume of communication.
Fig. 4a shows a 3-way vertex partition  found for a 3processor system by applying hypergraph partitioning on HI
of Fig. 3b. In , cut net n8 has all three vertex parts in its
connectivity set 8 ¼ fV 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 g. This means that cell cluster
C8 is needed in rendering all three subscreens and, hence, it
must be replicated on all processors. Similarly, 6 ¼ 7 ¼
10 ¼ 2 for cut nets n6 , n7 , and n10 and, hence, cell clusters C6 ,
C7 , and C10 are each replicated on two processors. All of the
remaining 11 nets are internal and, hence, replicated on a
single processor. Therefore, the total replication amount is
equal to 0 ðÞ ¼ 1  3 þ 3  2 þ 11  1 ¼ 20. Fig. 4b illustrates subscreens S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , formed according to vertex
partition .

3.3 Remapping of Pixel Blocks
After the screen is partitioned and subscreens are found, a
one-to-one subscreen-to-processor mapping MS must be
created in order to assign each subscreen S ‘ to a processor
Pk ¼ MS ðS ‘ Þ. This process remaps all pixel blocks in a

subscreen to a processor for rendering. The many-to-one
remapping Mb indicates the assignment of a pixel block bi to a
processor Pk ¼ Mb ðbi Þ. A subscreen-to-processor mapping
MS can be created arbitrarily (e.g., Pk ¼ MS ðS k Þ). Using MS ,
Mb can be obtained as
Pk ¼ Mb ðbi Þ , bi 2 S ‘ ^ Pk ¼ MS ðS ‘ Þ:

ð5Þ

A vertex partition  and a mapping MS together induce a
replication pattern RC for cell clusters. A cell cluster Cj is
replicated on a set RC ðCj Þ of processors as
RC ðCj Þ ¼ fPk : 9V ‘ ; V ‘ 2 j ^ Pk ¼ MS ðS ‘ Þg:

ð6Þ

In our parallel DVR framework, each processor statically
keeps a subset of cell clusters throughout the visualization.
That is, at the beginning of a visualization instance, a single
copy of each cell cluster Cj is available only on its home
processor Pk ¼ HomeðCj Þ. Home processors are responsible
from temporarily replicating their cell clusters on the
processors that need them. In the following sections, we
propose two remapping models that aim to minimize the
total volume of communication within this framework.

3.3.1 Two-Phase Remapping Model
The two-phase model [8] has two consecutive phases. The
first phase produces K subscreens, using partition  found
by K-way partitioning of HI , as described in Section 3.2. The
objective of this phase is to minimize the upper bound on
the total volume of communication. The second phase
assigns the subscreens formed in the first phase to
processors by finding a mapping MS that achieves the
maximum saving in the total communication volume
relative to the upper bound. Without the second phase,
each subscreen S ‘ may be assigned to a processor Pk
arbitrarily, as mentioned in Section 3.3. However, this may
lead to a communication volume as high as the upper
bound set by the first phase.
Fig. 5a shows an initial processor mapping for cell clusters.
In the figure, the fill pattern of a cell cluster Cj indicates its
home processor HomeðCj Þ. Processors P1 , P2 , and P3 initially
store cell clusters filled with vertical lines, horizontal lines,
and color, respectively. Fig. 5b shows a 3-way vertex partition
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Fig. 5. (a) An initial, static cluster-to-processor mapping. (b) A 3-way vertex partition  of HI .

 found by the first phase. In this example, consider the trivial
MðS 1 Þ ¼ P1 , MðS 2 Þ ¼ P2 , MðS 3 Þ ¼ P3 mapping. With this
mapping, processors P1 , P2 , and P3 need eight, five, and seven
cell clusters, but store only one, one, and two of the cell
clusters they need, respectively. Hence, the total communication volume incurred by this mapping is ð8  1Þ þ
ð5  1Þþð7  2Þ ¼ 16. However, the MðS 1 Þ ¼ P3 , MðS 2 Þ ¼ P2 ,
and MðS 3 Þ ¼ P1 mapping incurs a total communication
volume of only ð8  2Þ þ ð5  1Þ þ ð7  5Þ ¼ 12. This decrease in the communication volume is mostly because
subscreen S 3 is assigned to processor P1 , which already
stores most of the cell clusters needed by subscreen S 3 .
Taking this observation into account, we formulate the
problem of finding the best subscreen-to-processor mapping, which achieves the highest saving in the total volume
of communication, as a maximum weight bipartite matching problem. In this second phase, the K subscreens,
obtained using vertex partition  of the first phase, and the
K processors in the parallel system form the two partite
vertex sets fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sK g and fp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pK g of a bipartite
graph B. That is, each subscreen vertex s‘ and processor
vertex pk represents subscreen S ‘ and processor Pk ,
respectively. A cell cluster Cj incurs an edge e‘k between
vertices s‘ and pk with weight CostðCj Þ if Pk ¼ HomeðCj Þ
and Cj is needed by subscreen S ‘ . Multiple edges between
the same pair of vertices are contracted into a single edge,
whose weight is equal to the sum of the weights of each
contracted edge.
In this model, finding the maximum-weighted matching
in B corresponds to finding a subscreen-to-processor
mapping that achieves the highest saving in the total
communication volume relative to the upper bound set by
the first phase. Each edge e‘k in the maximum-weighted
matching assigns subscreen S ‘ to processor Pk , generating a
subscreen-to-processor mapping MS . The subscreen-toprocessor mapping found by the second phase is an
optimum solution, which minimizes the total volume of
communication for the given initial cluster-to-processor
mapping and the screen partition supplied by the first
phase. Using the subscreen-to-processor mapping MS in (5)
and (6), the remapping Mb of pixel blocks and the
replication pattern RC of cell clusters can be calculated.

Fig. 6a shows bipartite graph B constructed for the
sample case of Fig. 5. In the figure, bold edges indicate the
maximum-weighted matching, composed of edges e12 , e23 ,
and e31 with weights 5, 3, and 5, respectively. The
subscreen-to-processor mapping corresponding to this
matching is MðS 1 Þ ¼ P2 , MðS 2 Þ ¼ P3 , and MðS 3 Þ ¼ P1 .
With this mapping, the total volume of communication is
ð8 þ 5 þ 7Þ  ð5 þ 3 þ 5Þ ¼ 7 with a saving of 13 over the
upper bound 20, set by the first phase. Fig. 6b shows the
remapping of pixel blocks to processors. Replicated cell
clusters are illustrated by the square-filled pattern.

3.3.2 One-Phase Remapping Model
An important point not considered by the first-phase of the
two-phase model is that, in our framework, each cell cluster
Cj is originally owned by a home processor Pk ¼ HomeðCj Þ
and no communication is necessary to replicate Cj on Pk .
Consider net n9 in Fig. 5b. If S 2 is assigned to P1 , C9 must be
transferred from its home processor P3 to P1 introducing
some communication overhead. However, if S 2 is assigned
to P3 , no data transfer is necessary for replication at P3 since
P3 already has C9 in its memory.
In order to accurately model the total volume of communication within our framework, the initial cluster-to-processor mapping must be supplied into the model. In the one~ N Þ,
phase model, we use a remapping hypergraph H~R ¼ ðV;
which is obtained by augmenting the interaction hypergraph
HI , proposed earlier in Section 3.2, with some vertex and pin
additions. Vertex set V~ of the remapping hypergraph H~R is
formed by introducing a set P ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pK g of K
processor vertices into HI , that is, V~ ¼ V [ P. Each processor
vertex pk represents a processor Pk belonging to the parallel
system and has no weight. Also, new pins are added to the pin
set of HI such that a processor vertex pk is a pin of a net nj if cell
cluster Cj is initially assigned to processor Pk , that is,
HomeðCj Þ ¼ Pk .
~¼
In the proposed model, a K-way vertex partition 
~
~
~
~
fV1 ; V2 ; . . . ; VK g of HR is said to be feasible if it satisfies the
mapping constraint
 \ 
~

ð7Þ
V‘ P  ¼ 1 ; for ‘ ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K;
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Fig. 6. (a) Bipartite graph B created using the initial cluster-to-processor mapping and vertex partition  in Fig. 5. (b) Mapping of subscreens to
processors, using the maximum-weighted matching in (a).

that is, each part V~‘ contains exactly one processor vertex pk .
~ induces a remapping Mb for pixel
A feasible partition 
blocks such that all pixel blocks represented by the
nonprocessor vertices in a part are remapped to the
processor represented by the unique processor vertex in
that part. That is, a pixel block bi , whose corresponding
vertex vi is in V~‘ , is remapped to processor Pk if processor
vertex pk is in V~‘ .
Another point omitted by the two-phase model is that
communication overheads of processors vary during the
data replication and some processors spend more time on
communication. Taking this fact into consideration, the onephase model aims to balance the estimated time for
incoming data communication plus the time for local
rendering of each processor. In this model, each vertex vi
is assigned a weight wi which is equal to the estimated time
P Bloadðbi Þ  tr for rendering pixel block bi . Here, tr is the
time cost for taking a single sample within a data cell. As
the cost cj of a net nj , the estimated communication time
CostðCj Þ  tc of cell cluster Cj is assigned. Here, tc is the perbyte cost for receiving a cell cluster, unpacking it, and
creating the necessary data structures.
In this model, we modify the conventional part weight
definition (2) and define the weight Wk0 of a part V~k as the sum
of the weights of vertices within V~k plus the sum of the costs of
cut nets that connect V~k but not processor vertex pk , i.e.,
X
X
Wk0 ¼
wi þ
cj ;
ð8Þ
vi 2V~k

processor vertex pk . In this model, net nj indicates that
processor Pk should replicate cell cluster Cj on all processors
responsible from each subscreen corresponding to a vertex
part in j , excluding the processor itself, i.e., processor Pk .
Since cell cluster Cj must be replicated on j  1 processors,
the communication volume incurred by net nj is cj ðj  1Þ.
Note that internal nets incur no communication. Hence, by
~ (3) of partition ,
~ the model exactly
minimizing the cost ðÞ
minimizes the total volume of communication.
Fig. 7 shows the remapping hypergraph H~R , constructed
for a 3-processor system by augmenting the interaction
hypergraph HI of Fig. 5b. In H~R , triangles represent processor
vertices, corresponding to processors. A dotted line, connecting a processor vertex pk and a net nj , indicates that
~
Pk ¼ HomeðCj Þ. Fig. 7 also shows a 3-way vertex partition 
of H~R , where vertex parts V~1 , V~2 , and V~3 contain processor
vertices p2 , p3 , and p1 , respectively. In Fig. 7, consider cut net
n8 with connectivity set 8 ¼ fV~1 ; V~2 ; V~3 g. Processor vertex p1 ,
corresponding to home processor P1 ¼ HomeðC8 Þ of cell
cluster C8 , is in vertex part V~3 . Hence, processor P1 is
responsible from replicating cell cluster C8 on processors P2
and P3 , determined by processor vertices p2 and p3 in the other
two vertex parts V~1 and V~2 . There are five cut nets n5 , n6 , n7 ,

= nj
V~k 2j ^pk2

where the second summation term is the incoming message
volume overhead of processor Pk . Note that we prefer to
balance this overhead since, in our framework, outgoing
message volume overheads of processors are already
balanced.
After this setting, the remapping problem reduces to the
~ ¼ fV~1 ; V~2 ;
problem of finding a feasible K-way partition 
. . . ; V~K g of H~R , satisfying the mapping constraint. Maintaining the balance among parts corresponds to maintaining the
time balance among processors during the replication plus
~ consider a net nj which connects
local rendering phases. In ,

~ of the remapping hypergraph H~R .
Fig. 7. A 3-way partition 
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Fig. 8. The proposed adaptive IS-parallel DVR algorithm.

n10 , and n15 with connectivity 2, each incurring a communication cost of 1. The other nine nets are internal and incur no
communication. Hence, the total communication volume is
~ ¼ 9  0 þ 5  1 þ 1  2 ¼ 7.
accurately calculated as ðÞ
Existing hypergraph partitioning tools can be enhanced
to maintain the mapping (7) and balancing constraints in
the model. The mapping constraint can also be maintained
by using the state-of-the-art hypergraph partitioning tools
that support the fixed vertices feature [10], [45]. This widely
used feature [2] allows prespecified vertices to be fixed to
given parts and can be exploited to fix each vertex pk to a
part V~k , for k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K.

home processor. This static owner keeps the cell cluster
throughout the whole visualization process. The reason for
this static assignment scheme is the drastic variation in
preprocessing costs of cell clusters, which requires balancing the preprocessing overhead of processors. During the
initial cell cluster distribution step, cell clusters are assigned
to processors such that processors have roughly equal scan
conversion costs. The best-fit-decreasing heuristic used in
solving the K-feasible bin-packing problem [22] is adapted
to obtain such an initial distribution. Cell clusters are
assigned to K processors in decreasing scan-conversion cost
order, where best-fit criterion corresponds to assigning a
cell cluster to a processor which currently has the minimum
total scan-conversion cost.

4

4.2 View-Dependent Preprocessing
This phase contains the steps that try to adapt the
computational structure according to changing viewdependent visualization parameters: calculation of the
screen workload, partitioning of the screen, and remapping
of pixel blocks. During the screen workload calculations,
the interaction between the volume and the screen is
computed, and the rendering load distribution on the
screen is estimated. That is, the interaction between cell
clusters and pixel blocks is found, and the rendering loads
of pixel blocks are computed.
The screen partitioning and remapping steps use the
proposed models. The interaction between a processor’s
local data and the screen is stored as a local hypergraph on
the processor. Since each processor owns a portion of the
whole volume, only the local hypergraphs can be created.
These hypergraphs are then merged into a global hypergraph, which represents the interaction of the whole
volume with the screen. For this purpose, an all-to-all
broadcast operation, in which each processor sends its local
hypergraph to others, is performed among processors. By
combining the common vertices in local hypergraphs, a
global hypergraph, which is replicated on all processors, is
obtained. During the global hypergraph creation, the pixel
blocks having no sampling load are discarded from the
hypergraph. The fixed vertices in the one-phase model are
also added at this step.
Finally, a pixel-to-processor remapping is found using
one of the proposed remapping models. In the implementation, the sequential hypergraph partitioning tool PaToH [10]
is used for partitioning the global hypergraph. Since this
hypergraph is small in size, the multilevel paradigm is
abandoned and the flat hypergraph is partitioned without

IS-PARALLEL DVR ALGORITHM

The proposed parallel DVR algorithm (Fig. 8) starts with
view-independent preprocessing. This phase is followed by
three consecutive phases, repeated for each visualization
instance: view-dependent preprocessing, cell cluster replication, and rendering.

4.1 View-Independent Preprocessing
This phase, performed just once at the very beginning of the
whole visualization process, carries out the view-independent operations, which include reading the data set from
the disk, clustering data cells, and mapping cell clusters to
processors. Since most scientific simulations are carried out
on parallel systems, we assume that each local disk stores a
contiguous portion of the data. Hence, processors read
subvolumes in parallel.
After reading their data, each processor concurrently
creates the view-independent clustering graph of its local
data using the adjacency information between cells. Then,
the clustering scheme of Section 2.2 is applied on the local
graphs, and each processor obtains a set of cell clusters.
Since the volume is currently stored in a distributed
manner, creation and partitioning of a global visualization
graph may be expensive. Hence, a local cell clustering
scheme, which reduces the overhead of clustering, is
preferred. We use the state-of-the-art graph partitioning
tool MeTiS [23] for partitioning the clustering graphs.
After cell clustering, an initial cluster-to-processor mapping is found. This mapping is important in that all
following remapping phases use this initial data mapping.
Even if a cell cluster may be temporarily replicated on other
processors after remapping, it is statically owned by only its
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Fig. 9. Example renderings of the data sets and the 16-way screen partitions produced by the jagged-partitioning-based and hypergraph-partitioningbased screen partitioning models. (a) Blunt fin (40,960 vertices, 187,395 cells), (b) combustion chamber (47,025 vertices, 215,040 cells), and
(c) oxygen post (109744 vertices, 513,375 cells).

further coarsening. This considerably decreases the preprocessing overhead due to hypergraph partitioning. The
solution qualities are not affected much since we run the
partitioner at each processor with a different seed and pick
the best solution (i.e., the lowest imbalance rate or the
smallest total communication volume) for remapping. In
the two-phase model, a maximum-weighted matching is
obtained using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [15].

4.3 Cell Cluster Replication
Before the rendering starts, cell clusters are temporarily
replicated in the parallel system according to the replication
pattern RC , induced by the pixel-to-processor remapping. The
replication is performed by sending cell clusters from their
home processors to the processors where they are needed via
point-to-point communication between processors.
4.4 Rendering
After cell clusters are replicated, processors are ready to
locally render their assigned pixel blocks in parallel. A ray
is shot from each pixel covered by the projected areas of
front-facing external faces of cell clusters only if the pixel
belongs to the subscreen assigned to the processor. The rays
are followed through the volume by utilizing the adjacency
information stored in cells and cell clusters, eliminating the
need to scan convert all front-facing faces on surfaces of cell
clusters. Although it is possible to have nonconvex cell
clusters as a result of the clustering algorithm, this does not
cause an increase in the number of ray segments created.

Existence of such nonconvexities is eliminated due to data
replication and, hence, processors act as if rendering a
whole and convex subvolume.
However, because of the nonconvexities in the nature of
the volumetric data, the use of ray buffers is still required. The
generated ray segments are accumulated in the corresponding ray buffers. For each pixel, a separate ray buffer is kept.
The accumulated color and opacity values are inserted into
their corresponding ray buffers in the sorted order of their
increasing z coordinates. Later, the values in ray buffers are
composited using the traditional composition formulas in a
separate local pixel merging phase. Since, at this stage, all
processors have a subimage, an all-to-one communication
operation is performed, and the whole and final image for the
current visualization instance is generated in one of the
processors. After the rendering, each processor deallocates
the memory reserved for the temporarily replicated cell
clusters for which it is not a home processor.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are conducted on three data sets (Blunt Fin,
Combustion Chamber, and Oxygen Post), obtained from
NASA Ames Research Center [35]. These data sets are the
results of CFD simulations and are originally curvilinear.
The unstructured data sets used in the experiments are
obtained using the tetrahedralization techniques described
in [20] and [44]. Properties of the data sets are summarized
in the caption of Fig. 9, which displays our renderings and
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Fig. 10. Averages of the predicted and actual sampling load imbalance
values.

Fig. 11. Averages of the total communication volumes in cell cluster
replication.

the screen partitions produced by different models. In each
row, the first image is the rendering obtained using the
standard viewing parameters. The second and third images
illustrate the 16-way screen partitions produced by the
jagged-partitioning-based model [27] and the proposed
hypergraph-partitioning-based model, respectively. In
these images, each color represents a subscreen, rendered
by a distinct processor.
The rendering platform is a 32-node PC cluster interconnected by a Gigabit Ethernet switch. Each node contains
an Intel Pentium IV 2.6 GHz processor, 1 GB of RAM, and
runs Debian/GNU Linux. The DVR algorithms are implemented in C using LAM/MPI [7].
In the experiments, each of the three data sets is rendered
using five different viewing parameter sets. Hence, the
values reported for an experiment represent the averages of
the values obtained from 15 different executions of the
parallel DVR algorithm. The viewing parameter sets contain
different view-point coordinates and viewing directions.
These values are selected such that different computational
characteristics of the data sets are reflected as much as
possible. In each experiment, processors are assigned C ¼
10 cell clusters, which is an empirically found number. As
mentioned, to make the view-dependent preprocessing
overhead affordable, coarse meshes of varying sizes are
imposed on the screen. Three different remapping models
are compared: jagged-partitioning-based (JP2), two-phase
hypergraph-partitioning-based (HP2), and one-phase hypergraph-partitioning-based (HP1) models. The JP2 model
is implemented as a two-phase model, in which the jagged
partitioning algorithm is used in the first phase for screen
partitioning while the matching algorithm is used in the
second phase for subscreen-to-processor matching, similar
to the second phase of the HP2 model. Hence, it is an
enhanced version of the model in [27].
Two sets of experiments are conducted. The first set of
experiments tests solution qualities of the remapping models
in load balancing and minimization of the total communication volume. These experiments are carried out at large
numbers of virtual processors by assigning more than one
executable to available processors. In the second set of
experiments, practical aspects of our parallel implementation
are investigated. Execution time of a single visualization
instance and view-dependent preprocessing time are dissected into their components, and speedup values are
recorded at the available numbers of processors.

5.1 Experiments on Remapping Quality
These experiments are conducted on 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, and
96 virtual processors using a screen resolution of
S  S ¼ 1; 200  1; 200. Two coarse mesh resolutions, M 
M ¼ 30  30 and M  M ¼ 60  60, are tried. Fig. 10 shows
the predicted and actual load imbalances in sampling
amounts of processors for JP2 and HP2, respectively. The
predicted imbalance values are the ones expected by the
partitioning algorithm. The actual imbalance values are the
sampling imbalance values observed in parallel rendering.
No results are displayed for HP1 since this model tries to
directly balance processors’ total rendering time including
the communication overhead. According to Fig. 10, the
actual values are always higher than the predicted values in
both models. This is due to the estimation errors made in
screen workload calculations. As the number of processors
increases, the predicted values get closer to the actual
values. This is because of the increase in the workload
estimation quality, which is caused by the increase in the
number of cell clusters and, hence, the decrease in cell
cluster volumes. In general, HP2 performs significantly
better than JP2 in terms of load balancing. For example,
with a mesh resolution of M  M ¼ 60  60 and 96 virtual
processors, JP2 results in a load imbalance of 38.1 percent.
With the same parameters, the load imbalance for HP2 is
17.3 percent. As expected, the imbalance values almost
linearly increase with increasing number of processors.
When the mesh resolution is decreased from M  M ¼
60  60 to M  M ¼ 30  30, both models perform worse in
load balancing due to the decrease in the number of pixel
blocks and, hence, the size of the solution space.
Fig. 11 displays the total volume of communication in cell
cluster replication for varying numbers of processors and
mesh resolutions. With a mesh resolution of M  M ¼
60  60, using 96 virtual processors, HP2 and HP1 result in
around 30 percent and 27 percent less total communication
volume than JP2, respectively. When the number of processors is increased from 16 to 96, the volume almost doubles.
This points out the importance of minimizing this overhead at
large numbers of processors. If the mesh resolution is reduced
to M  M ¼ 30  30, there occurs a slight decrease in the total
volume of communication. This is due to the decrease in the
total length of subscreen boundaries and, hence, the amount
of overlaps between cell clusters and subscreen boundaries.
Since coarse mesh resolution affects both the load imbalance
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Fig. 12. Dissection of the average execution time of a single visualization
instance.

Fig. 14. Average speedups achieved by JP2, HP2, and HP1 in parallel
rendering.

and communication volume, it can be used to trade off
between these two parallelization overheads. In general, JP2
incurs the highest total volume of communication, while HP2
is the best at minimizing this overhead. Although HP1
accurately calculates the total volume of communication, it
produces results inferior to HP2. This is basically due to the
fact that the recursive bisection paradigm employed in
PaToH is not well-suited to handle a hypergraph with fixed
vertices.

In Fig. 13, the view-dependent preprocessing time is
dissected into three components as screen workload calculations, model formation, and partitioning/remapping. In HP2
and HP1, the model formation step represents creation of the
global hypergraph from local hypergraphs via communication among processors. In JP2, this step represents the
distributed global sum operation on local screen workloads
of processors. With increasing number of processors, the
duration of screen workload calculations tends to decrease
since the total surface area to be scan converted per processor
gets smaller, whereas partitioning/remapping times increase
and are affected from the coarse mesh resolution. Decreasing
the mesh resolution from M  M ¼ 60  60 to M  M ¼
30  30 decreases the number of pixel blocks and, hence, the
partitioning/remapping time. The partitioning time for HP1
is slightly less than that of HP2 since the partitioning
heuristics in HP1 converge earlier.
Fig. 14 shows the speedups achieved at 2, 4, 8, 16, and
32 processors. On 32 processors, with a screen resolution of
S  S ¼ 900  900 and a coarse mesh resolution of
M  M ¼ 30  30, speedups are 14.44, 15.41, and 16.85 for
JP2, HP2, and HP1, respectively. At the same number of
processors and coarse mesh resolution, with a screen
resolution of S  S ¼ 1; 500  1; 500, speedups are respectively 18.96, 21.34, and 22.30. HP1 is able to render an image
with a resolution of S  S ¼ 900  900 in 1.135 seconds on the
average, i.e., 14.3 percent faster than JP2. Moreover, it is
observed that the increasing screen resolution and number of
processors favor the proposed models. It should be noted that
HP1 achieves better speedups than HP2 although the sum of
the execution times for individual phases of HP1 are higher
than that of HP2 (Fig. 12). This is because HP1 tries to assign
less communication volume overhead to computationally
loaded processors and vice versa. The speedup gap between
the HP-based models and JP2 are less than the ones suggested
by the theoretical results. This is mainly due to the implicit
tendency of JP2 toward creating screen partitions that induce
low concurrent communication volume.

5.2 Experiments on Parallel Performance
Experiments verifying the practical performance of the
models are carried out on the available numbers of processors
8, 16, 24, and 32. In the figures related with time dissection of
different phases, averages of the maximum execution times of
processors in each phase are shown. In Fig. 12, the average
parallel execution time for a single visualization instance is
dissected into three components as view-dependent preprocessing, cell cluster replication, and rendering. The two
cases examined are S  S ¼ 900  900 and S  S ¼ 1; 500 
1; 500 with M  M ¼ 30  30. According to Fig. 12, viewdependent preprocessing and rendering times increase with
increasing screen resolution. The cell cluster replication time
is not affected much from the variation in the screen
resolution. The rendering time falls with increasing number
of processors, whereas the replication time remains almost
the same. At 32 processors, for the S  S ¼ 900  900
resolution case, the replication time takes more than one
third of the total visualization time. This indicates that the
replication step has the potential to form a bottleneck on the
scalability at large numbers of processors.

Fig. 13. Dissection of the average view-dependent preprocessing time.

5.3 Comparison with an OS-Parallel DVR Algorithm
In this section, we compare the performance of HP1 with
our recently proposed adaptive, OS-parallel DVR algorithm
(OS) [4]. In this model, the computational structure in the
data space is represented as a graph, where the clusters of
cells correspond to vertices and faces shared between cell
clusters correspond to edges. The remapping problem in
OS parallelization is formulated as a graph partitioning
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Fig. 15. Average speedups achieved by OS and HP1 in parallel
rendering.

problem by introducing a set of fixed processor vertices into
the graph. Our enhanced version of MeTiS is used to
minimize the communication volume overheads in data
remapping and global pixel merging while balancing the
rendering loads of processors. The details can be found in
[4]. Fig. 15 provides the speedups achieved by OS and HP1.
In all executions of HP1, coarse mesh resolution is
M  M ¼ 30  30. According to Fig. 15, for low screen
resolutions, OS achieves better speedups than HP1. For
example, at a resolution of S  S ¼ 600  600 with 32 processors, speedups are 17.47 and 11.48 for OS and HP1,
respectively. At S  S ¼ 1; 200  1; 200, both algorithms
display a similar performance. As the resolution is further
increased, HP1 begins to achieve better speedups. For
example, at a resolution of S  S ¼ 2; 400  2; 400 with
32 processors, speedups are 21.86 and 24.57 for OS and
HP1, respectively. The scalability problem of OS at high
screen resolutions is due to the global pixel merging
overhead. This overhead, which proportionally increases
with the screen resolution, is not present in HP1. We report
further experiments and observations in [9].

6

CONCLUSION

The experiments show that, compared to the previous
models, the HP-based remapping models yield superior
speedup values by obtaining better load balance and
incurring less total communication volume. We believe
that as new partitioning heuristics are developed and
existing hypergraph partitioning tools are improved, solution qualities of the proposed models will also improve. We
should also note that the final target in parallel DVR is a
hybrid, adaptive algorithm in which both IS and OS will be
partitioned for higher scalability. In this respect, the
proposed work is a good frontier for this hybrid algorithm.
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